Safety and your cat – A guide to using Flat Cats
Please follow the following simple tips to ensure you get the best out of your Flat Cats.
Some cats are very strong and energetic. Please note that although Flat Cats are built to
resist a degree of attention, if your cat is very aggressive and strong they may eventually
be able to pull the Flat Cat from its fittings. Please note that Flat Cats are a passive
protection for cats and should be used taking into account the following.
1) Do not use Flat Cats if you have an aggressive or very strong cat unless you are in
the room at all times.
2) Do not use Flat Cats with small kittens or very energetic cats who may climb the
netting without constant supervision. Under no circumstances should kittens be
left alone while using a Flat Cat or allowed to attempt to climb the netting.
3) Do not use Flat Cats when you are not in attendance. Flat Cats should only be
used when you are present in the room.
Flat Cats are ideally suited to cats over 1 year in age who are not aggressive or over
energetic.
It is wise to introduce your cat to the Flat Cat under your supervision. Like with anything
new your cat will find it interesting but should get used to it very quickly.
Flat Cats should be used when you are in the room only, especially when first used. Once
your cat gets used to the Flat Cat being in place he / she will be less likely to climb or try
to pull the flat cat from the window.
Many cats will be quite happy sitting looking through the Flat Cats and actually like the
smells of the fresh air. This is totally normal and nothing to be concerned about.
Remember – Flat Cats are a passive defense only and should not be treated as
providing total security.
If you have any questions about this product then please do not hesitate to contact us at
any time at info@flat-cats.co.uk

